CUT-UP SOLUTIONS

Our mission is to innovate, automate and bring cost-effective solutions to the industry.

Cut-up Solutions

Foodmate offers a complete range of Cut-Up Solutions
Leading Technology in Cut-Up Solutions | Catered to our clients’ specific needs, solutions range from a self contained frame
type cut-up system, to sophisticated computer and vision camera controlled flexible cut-up systems that can deliver product to any desired location inside your cut-up area. Foodmate provides solutions to meet the widest range of products specifications and cutting requirements, meeting the highest standards set by retailers, fast food companies and institutional organizations from around the world.
Compact Cut-up System

Food Service Cut-up System

The Foodmate Compact Cut -up System is characterized by its
self-contained design and is delivered prewired with a control
panel that is already mounted to the machine. System is very
easy to install and only requires one main power connection. In
order to minimize downtime and maintenance costs, all Foodmate Compact Cut-up Systems are equipped with Foodmate
auto-correcting Magnetic Shackles.

Food Service Cut-up Systems are designed to meet all 8 and
9-piece cutting requirements set by various fast food chains such
as KFC, Popeyes, Church’s Chicken and Bojangles’. System can
also be designed and customized to meet other food service
cut-up requirements, from different countries around the world,
such as Korea and Thailand. Foodmate has also supplied lines
to make 4 and 6- piece bone in breast cuts, which are used for
school lunch programs in the U.S.

Our Compact Cut-up Systems are available in different configurations, designed to meet variable product mixes. Some systems are as simple as just dropping front halves and cutting leg
quarters, while others may include options such as weighing and
and whole bird distribution. Line speeds can vary from 80 birds
per minute on 12” centers to 140 birds per minute on 8” centers.
This system allows for a maximum of 6,000 birds per hour.

All Foodmate Food Service Cut-up Systems are supplied with
self-correcting magnetic cut-up shackles to help prevent the
shackles from misfeeding when entering the cut-up modules.
The unique turning point and side plate configuration makes the
machine easy to clean and flexible for future line modifications.
The stand-alone sytem requires minimal installation time because
all of the single point connections are integrated into the modules/machines.

Flex Cut-up System

Flexible Cut-Up Systems deliver product to any desired location
Foodmate Flex Cut-up System is one of the market’s most
advanced cut-up systems, offering excellent efficiency and
flexibility. The system combines the advantages of the optimal solution for whole bird distribution based on grade and
weight as well the optimal logistic solution to deliver parts to
any desired location in the cut-up area. Modules can be customized according to your plants’ requirements.
The Flex Cut-up System can distribute birds by weight and/or
grade to all the necessary WOG (without giblets) drops or cutting modules; as it pairs with Foodmate | ChickSort Weighing
Transfer Machine and InVISION Camera Grading System.

We make it simple.
You make it profitable.
Efficiency and Flexibility.
Cutting up can be this simple.

CUT-UP SOLUTIONS

Compact Cut Up System | self-contained design

Foodmate Flex Cut-up System | one of the market’s

available in different configurations, designed to meet
variable product mixes. Typical Set up includes:

most advanced cut-up systems, offering excellent efficiency

Tail Cutter
Wing Stretcher
Neck Cutter
Wing Tip Cutter
Mid Wing Cutter
Super Wing Cutter
Front Piece Cutter
Breast Processor

Halving Machine
Lengthwise Halving Machine
FH Cross-Cut Halving Machine
Saddle Cutter
OPTI XL Leg Processor
Thigh Drumstick Cutter
Flexible Unloader

and flexibility.
Typical Set up includes:
FH Cross-Cut Halving Machine
Breast Processor
Saddle Cutter
OPTI XL Leg Processor
Thigh Drumstick Cutter
Flexible Unloader

Tail Cutter
Wing Stretcher
Wing Tip Cutter
Mid Wing Cutter
Super Wing Cutter
Halving Machine

Food Service Cut-Up Systems | designed to meet
all 8 and 9-piece cutting requirements set by various fast food
chains. Typical Set up includes:
Tail Cutter
Wing Stretcher
AFS Wing Cutter
Fat Puller/Pre-Cutter
Keelbone Cutter

Lengthwise Halving Machine
Food Service Halving Machine
FH Cross-Cut Halving Machine
Thigh Drumstick Cutter
Flexible Unloader

Tail Cutter
Wing Stretcher
AFS Wing Cutter
Fat Puller/Pre-Cutter
Keelbone Cutter
Lengthwise HalvingMachine

Food Service Halving Machine
FH Cross-Cut Halving Machine
Thigh Drumstick Cutter
Flexible Unloader

Foodmate is a leading manufacturer of poultry processing equipment such as cut-up and deboning systems. Foodmate’s
experienced team is backed by decades of poultry industry knowledge resulting in the engineering, development and
implementation of highly innovative designs geared to its clients’ ever-changing needs.
Founded by industry experts in early 2006 in the Netherlands, the company quickly expanded its worldwide distribution
into North and South America with the launch of Foodmate US, in 2010.

Over the last nine years, Foodmate has become the committed and reliable
partner of major poultry processing companies worldwide.
FOODMATE B.V.
Röntgenstraat 18 Oud-Beijerland
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FOODMATE US
300 Wilbanks Drive
Ball Ground, Georgia 30107
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